
 

 

InSynergy is a joint venture between Synergy 

Information Systems and Vesba Group.  It 

joins together two companies who have both 

been consulting to the construction industry for 

more than 15 years each. The programming 

team of InSynergy Solutions, who have 

worked with a variety of constructions solu-

tions, that means we are able to provide our 

customers with a tailor made blend of  

Synergy’s professional  services team and 

Vesba professional I.T. development team.  

For you, this results in a seamless application 

that allows you to move information fluidly be-

tween Sage Timberline Office and any third 

party application. 

Tel: 1300 552 455 

LINKING TO YOUR 
SYSTEMS 

Custom applications and third party  

software need to push/pull information 

from SAGE Timberline.  InSynergy is the  

enabling vehicle to seamlessly tie these 

systems together.  In this way you can  

receive information about construction  

progress, update supplier information, 

track margin, and analyse extras. 
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InSynergy ENTERPRISE is the foundation 
stone for the solutions under development.  It 
has a web based interface that can be deployed 
safely - internally as an intranet page, or exter-
nally to the internet – to give you business criti-
cal information wherever you are. 
 

 Information for InSynergy ENTERPRISE is 
drawn from the existing data in your project and 
financial management system – SAGE Timber-
line Office.  This information can be manipu-
lated, sorted and summarised into different 
“views” and reports, to enable you to analyse 
large volumes of data much faster, and more 
intuitively than ever before. 

The data from Sage Timberline Of-
fice is synchronised from the Perva-
sive database that Timberline uses, 
to a Microsoft SQL Server data 
warehouse.  We then transform the 
data into different configurations as 
required by your reporting – to  
ensure we can improve the speed of 
your reports.  Complex reports  
taking several hours print in under a 
minute. 
 

We have also designed methodology 
– which allows you to  
incorporate many different Sage 
Timberline Office databases into the one InSyn-
ergy database, so you can do consolidated re-
porting. 
 

Updates can be run as required.  For those ta-
bles with time/date stamp information, we can 
keep them synchronised up to the minute.  We 
can easily group certain tables to be synchro-
nised at different times of the day to save load 
on the server.Certain information that is entered 
through InSynergy is also synchronised back to 
Sage Timberline Office – so that other people in 
your organisation who only use Timberline are 
also seeing the same information. 

InSynergy ENTERPRISE 

InSynergy DataSync 

Forecasting 

Forecasting is used by many construction companies to 
accurately determine the final forecast cost for your con-
struction project.  It is also referred to as “Cost to Com-
plete” or “Cost at Completion” or “Anticipated Final Cost”, 
and probably more. 

We want the project manager to be aware of any poten-
tial cost overruns in a timely manner, so that action can 
be taken to prevent or remedy the problems.  The com-
parison back to the original budget is paramount. 

InSynergy Forecasting allows you to read the infor-
mation from Timberline regarding current orders in 
the system, variations, costs, and also budgets and 
freeze them at a point in time.  Sage Timberline  
Office is a dynamic system that can be a moving 
target for your forecast, so the ability to freeze is 
paramount.  By default we freeze the information 
into months. 

How you calculate the final fore-
cast cost is completely up to you.  
We have many different method-
ologies, almost as many as we 
have clients!   

Typically you are comparing your 
budget, orders, and costs and use the 
“Forecast” solution in InSynergy to 
adjust your financial information, with-
out effecting it. (i.e. I know we need 
the labourer on site for an extra 6 
weeks, 
but I’m 
not 

going to raise an addi-
tional order to anyone for 
it, nor am I going to get a 
variation.) 

 

Unlike the miscellaneous worksheets that you use in 
Timberline, InSynergy gives you the opportunity to enter 
a number of “Forecast Items” with descriptions, and even 
build ups if necessary.  That way you can further keep 
track of what the forecast was for and wether is it is still 
applicable.  If the forecast item is no longer required – 
just mark it as complete. 



Standard Views 
Because we have the downloaded information 
from Timberline, we can provide all sorts of in-
formation to your project managers..  
 

There is a great deal of information available at 
your fingertips – wether you are at site, the of-
fice or even interstate you’ll be able to analyse 
and track the movements on all of your projects. 
Keep track of potential opportunities for your 

company, their expected cash flows, and prob-
ability of winning them. 

Opportunities 

Work in Progress reporting is critical to running 
your business.  With the project managers hav-
ing completed the forecasting and assessed the 
work complete, to be completed, and the ex-
pected revenue, then your work in progress 
report will easily be calculated within InSynergy. 

Once you have finalised your adjustments and 
WIP movements – you can extract the accruals 
from InSynergy to your General Ledger. 

Work in Progress 

OTHER ADDON’S TO InSynergy ENTERPRISE 
Once you have acquired the foundation stone of the system, additional modules are available to help you manage 
an array of home builder specific problems. 

InSynergy Vendor Setup: If you use multiple data folders for different companies, you need to keep vendor 
codes consistent, particularly if you’re using BuilderMT’s purchasing module. To eliminate duplicate effort, we’ve 
created an online form where all vendor details are added ONCE.  From this form we can populate BuilderMT’s 
purchasing file, and in fact any other application that requires vendor codes/lists.  A separate web page can be 
created that enables vendors to securely log on to the internet and change their own contact details saving you 
time, effort and money. 

InSynergy Invoice Entry: For some people, the way Timberline’s invoice entry screen in accounts payable, isn’t 
in the right order.  Because we can’t change that part, InSynergy has incorporated into his addon, a invoice entry 
screen that we can change the order, and make more suitable for your accounts payable operators.  If you have a 
system that tracks the progress of construction, we can even use this screen to prevent you from paying people 
unless the supervisor has marked the order as “complete”.   

Risk/Opportunity Register (Due End of July 2006): To further enhance your project control, you can go beyond 
simple forecasting, and keep track of all risks and opportunities within Sage Timberline Office.  It will draw the 
information about pending variations, and allow you to assess the potential risk or opportunity to your bottom line. 

Subcontract Management (Due End of July 2006): We can also give the supervisors access to a “pending in-
voice” register, and approve invoices in the field, so they can be processed with the correct information. 

Construction Management Approval (Due End of July 2006): If you have a construction management project, 
where the client would like to approve your recommendations for subcontractor payment, then they can have  
access to limited projects, and raise the RCTI invoices to your subcontractors and adjustment notes where  
required. 


